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One of the responsible things to do is to keep a dog as a pet, and the owner should 
be aware of the specifics required to raise a pet correctly. On this website, the 
focus is on providing information and bringing the topic of puppy-raising to the 
attention of Indians. This website supplies all of the essential details that are requi-
red in order to properly care for a pet. This website, known as "Dogoo," is a name 
that is somehow connected to the dog's topic that serves as the primary focus of 
this website. Details ranging from the most fundamental to the most advanced are 
included on the website. These details include information about the breed, as well 
as how to identify dogs of that breed and which breed is best suited for which 
types of families. In addition, what kind of care should be given to dogs of different 
breeds? This website also provides a platform for animal doctors, making it easier 
for people in India to locate a doctor right away in their area who can treat their 
dogs. A family needs to have the knowledge necessary to determine which dog 
they should have as a pet because the handling of each breed of dog is different, as 
is the amount of responsible work required to have a pet. If someone wants a big 
size dog, then they need a big diet plan and strong hands to handle them while 
they are walking. Additionally, they need a large area that is comfortable for that 
dog to live in. If someone has a small dog, then the dog's care should be handled 
with more sensitivity, but their handling and diet can be simple and easy to main-
tain because of their size. Before owning a dog of a particular breed as a pet, 
people should have an adequate understanding of that breed and the particulars 
associated with that breed. (Nguyen, 2020)

������ ���
The main issue that the majority of users in India experience is that they adore 
dogs and want to raise a puppy to an adult, but they are not properly guided in 
how to do so. Raising a puppy is not as easy as growing a tree; from the time of 
birth until the adult age, everything should be carefully and constantly observed, 
and if necessary, more time and effort should be given. In my own experience, I 
have 10 doberman puppies and two adult doberman dog, According to research 
done in India, the majority of people have dogs as pets, but they don't know exactly 
how to raise a puppy. Instead, they rely solely on YouTube to find answers to their 
queries. Most adults lack knowledge in puppy-rearing; instead, they simply raise 
their dogs out of personal interest without adhering to any proper diet or routine. 
To completely bridge the gap between the user and the dog, the website dogoo is 
essential.
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The objective of this project was to build an informative website to raise dogs as 
pets for Indian people and provide them all the basic and necessary information 
about caring for their dogs. This project is developed using the trendiest technolo-
gies. The idea was to guide Indian people about the variety of dogs and make them 
understand which dog group, breed, or size they should choose to pet as per diffe-
rent handling of different dogs as per their size, breed, and group. A website 
DOGOO is easy to operate by the users and admin and was developed using 
various technologies such as HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT, and BOOTSTRAP used to 
design front-end, PHP used to create back-end logics, and MySQL is used to 
manage database and execute queries. As a result, a DOGOO website was made; it 
includes the health feature to provide the list of doctors as per the locations, doc-
tors gallery to provide the list of all doctors with their details, dogs gallery to provi-
de all the information about the dogs such as breed, group, size, and other descrip-
tion, and tips to take care of pets to guide the pet owners about some basic and 
important ways to take care of their pets. The website is responsive enough to run 
on every single device. The website is simple to use for users as well as admins. 
There is search feature available for particular pages to get easy access to desired 
information. There is page where the users can send messages to admin related to 
queries, and the admin can get the list of queries sent by the users. There is a subs-
cribe feature where the users can send their name and email address to get upda-
tes from the admin related to new information added or any changes done in 
future. 

�
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The researcher chose to talk about the effects that caring for pets may have on 
people of all ages within any culture because they felt that the study concept was 
rather peculiar in the context of the educational sector. Puppies are beyond adora-
ble, little bundles of joy who are intensely curious and aware of their surroundings. 
With their little paws, puppy eyes, and adorable ways. But, let’s not kid ourselves; 
they require the care and affection of a human toddler even more. And, if you are 
someone who has never gone through the process of raising a dog before, this task 
can seem quite daunting. That being said, there are a lot of benefits of having a dog 
that will fill your life with happiness.

This research is the ultimate guide that you can always come back to know 
anything about raising a healthy and well-adjusted dog. It also has some tips for 
raising a puppy. The evolution of pets and the roles they play has had an impact on 



the purchasing patterns of their owners. More and more owners have started fee-
ding their pets food specifically formulated to improve the health of their pets. 

When they talk about senior citizens, so in this case, although it is not entirely ob-
vious how human- animal relationships, psychological health, and pet ownership 
are related to one another, it does appear that older persons can advantage from 
events and therapeutic programs that involve animal participation. Treatment and 
activities programs that involve interaction with animals have the potential to be 
helpful supplementary treatments for depression in older people who live in com-
munity settings. 

(Denisa Pauliuc, 2018) This study's objective is to investigate how attachment 
theory affects the behaviors and reasons pet owners give for their choices about 
the food their animals eat. (Pohnert, 2010) According to a study, dogs have a gene-
rally beneficial effect on their owners' health. However, this effect appears to vary 
depending on the owner's race or ethnicity. There is a need for further study on the 
influence that owning a pet has on older adults, particularly regarding race
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The strength in this scenario is that there are professionals to back up for this spe-
cific website, professionals in the sense that there are individuals and groups who 
do kennel as a supplementary firm and for their personal interest, so they are com-
pletely one who would assist for this specific project inorder to get the best possi-
ble results for the users, so that the users have access to the good quality for the 
content, yet they are not keen to expose themselves, because this website protects 
the data of the users as well as the and the business end, and in considering with 
the real world experience, I have raised and started to look after my 10 puppy up to 
a certain age, and I am still looking after my two adult doberman, so this is a great 
plus point and one of my strong points to build this website.

��������

There are professionals to protect my back, and this is also my weak point, because 
they are working professionals in a well-established industry, so they might not 
always be available to provide contents and information, therefore I must wait for 
their spare time to acquire access to the contents, which is also my weakness for 
building this website.
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There are 'N' number of possibilities for building this website, since there aren't a 
lot of websites to provide information on how to raise a puppy, as mentioned there 
are available kennels in India, but finding and getting in touch with them is not as 
easy as possible, because the target users are mostly young adults in India, they 
may be studying as well as working professionals, so they might not have the extra 
time to search into something through online or in person, so there are, However, 
they are not primarily focusing on a specific platform to provide information; 
rather, they focus on broad topics like kennels, puppy food, veterinarians, treat-
ment, or medication. This is exactly where  the dogo website comes in, like presen-
ting only the vital information to raise a puppy, what all factors should be taken 
into account while buying and raising a puppy up until a certain age, generally for 
all breeds of dogs.

������

In addition to the websites mentioned above that offer information on a wide 
range of topics, including everything from top to bottom, including puppy adoption 
and puppy food, blogs and articles, etc., there are no nearby websites in India that 
provide the fundamental knowledge necessary to raise a puppy. My study shows 
that consumers need high-quality material, such as vital information to help them 
raise a puppy, to get over this problem rather than a lot of information to act as a 
guide. Comparatively to other websites,The majority of the information will thus be 
available from the Home Screen, saving users the time and effort of looking for the 
information they need. Dogoo gives its customers high-quality material, but users 
don't want to browse for a long time to discover the content. Additionally, there 
won't be anything to distract consumers from completing their tasks.

�����	�
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The website's target audience was determined to be primarily between the ages of 15 and 25 
after taking into account the research's findings. This age range was chosen because, although 
users can be of any age, this is where the majority of them fall, and after presenting the target 
audience in the presentation, the restriction was hung from 25 to 15 after considering David's 
advice.

�����������



The user persona is a great helpful way to understand in depth the user need and 
experiences and also to get behavioral data of target users, so in my case, this will 
help me a lot to get in-depth knowledge about what users will need from my websi-
te. So primarily I am planning to do a person to person interview and also do an 
online short survey to get the information and based upon the information will 
create a user persona.

��
���

Given his age, the person is a dog lover who has raised two dogs throughout his 
life, making him the ideal user persona for the website. He raised a puppy and is 
still a dog owner, so he will have a broad understanding of what a user might need 
or find on a website devoted to dog raising, which greatly aided in deciding what to 
include and what to leave out of this particular website.

��
���

This group member is a dog lover as well, but she is not experienced in raising pu-
ppies. As a result, she has a clear idea of how to suggest how to build a website. She 
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The objective of this project was to build an informative website to raise dogs as 
pets for Indian people and provide them all the basic and necessary information 
about caring for their dogs. This project is developed using the trendiest technolo-
gies. The idea was to guide Indian people about the variety of dogs and make them 
understand which dog group, breed, or size they should choose to pet as per diffe-
rent handling of different dogs as per their size, breed, and group. A website 
DOGOO is easy to operate by the users and admin and was developed using 
various technologies such as HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT, and BOOTSTRAP used to 
design front-end, PHP used to create back-end logics, and MySQL is used to 
manage database and execute queries. As a result, a DOGOO website was made; it 
includes the health feature to provide the list of doctors as per the locations, doc-
tors gallery to provide the list of all doctors with their details, dogs gallery to provi-
de all the information about the dogs such as breed, group, size, and other descrip-
tion, and tips to take care of pets to guide the pet owners about some basic and 
important ways to take care of their pets. The website is responsive enough to run 
on every single device. The website is simple to use for users as well as admins. 
There is search feature available for particular pages to get easy access to desired 
information. There is page where the users can send messages to admin related to 
queries, and the admin can get the list of queries sent by the users. There is a subs-
cribe feature where the users can send their name and email address to get upda-
tes from the admin related to new information added or any changes done in 
future. 
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The researcher chose to talk about the effects that caring for pets may have on 
people of all ages within any culture because they felt that the study concept was 
rather peculiar in the context of the educational sector. Puppies are beyond adora-
ble, little bundles of joy who are intensely curious and aware of their surroundings. 
With their little paws, puppy eyes, and adorable ways. But, let’s not kid ourselves; 
they require the care and affection of a human toddler even more. And, if you are 
someone who has never gone through the process of raising a dog before, this task 
can seem quite daunting. That being said, there are a lot of benefits of having a dog 
that will fill your life with happiness.

This research is the ultimate guide that you can always come back to know 
anything about raising a healthy and well-adjusted dog. It also has some tips for 
raising a puppy. The evolution of pets and the roles they play has had an impact on 

also tried to learn new things but was unable to find precise information on how to 
raise a puppy, which is why I chose her for my group 2. In addition, her friends also 
enjoy raising puppies, but they are reluctant to do so for lack of information, so this 
would help me to develop stronger relationships with them.

��
���

The main issue she was having was where to find the information. Since this user is 
a working professional and has plenty of time to browse the information rather 
than watch YouTube videos, she learned a lot from her about what other users 
might not like or what proper behaviour should be displayed on the website in 
order to make it user-friendly.
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The process of building the portion of a piece of software or an application that is seen and 
utilized by the end user is known as front-end development. The process of developing 
features and designs that are displayed to users in the form of markup languages like HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript is referred to as front-end development, also known as client-side 
development. The front view of the software is created using HTML, while CSS makes it 
appealing and easy to comprehend for the user. Finally, JavaScript is used to create live 
features on the front end and make the front end live, both of which enhance the user 
experience. 

���	���������
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The following list of languages is utilized to build the front-end portion: 
HTML: The abbreviation for "Hypertext Markup Language" is "HTML." The term "front-end" 
refers to the portion of a website that the user sees. The acronym HTML is an abbreviation for 
the markup language and hypertext combined.



Hypertext is used to indicate the connection that exists between the websites on 
the internet. The tag, which is specified by the markup language, is what decides 
the structure of the pages that make up the website. The tag's written documenta-
tion can also be described by using the markup language, which is another function 
of this language, and thus the HTML is implimented in this websiterather than just 
as a language. 

CSS: Cascading Style Sheets, also known as CSS for short, is a programming langua-
ge that has an easy- to-understand structure and was designed to simplify the pro-
cess of developing appealing web pages. The Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) allow for 
the application of styles to web pages. The most crucial benefit of using CSS is that 
it enables you to do this independently of the HTML code that is employed in the 
construction of each web page, thus the css helped to design overall design aspect 
of this particular website, Consider HTML as the structure's framework (every 
house needs one) and Cascading Style Sheets as the decorative options (a Victorian 
mansion and a mid-century modern home differ greatly from one another). JavaS-
cript is required to make a web page interactive, as well as both. (Duckett, 2019, 
howoever not just as an interactive language javascript is used to make the website 
more user friendly and reduce the gape between the user and the website.

JavaScript: A well-known computer language called JavaScript can do wonders for 
websites by turning them into interactive environments for site visitors. It is utilized 
to improve the features of a website so that users can run exciting games and sof-
tware that is web-based. JavaScript is an essential skill for aspiring developers 
because It has applications in a website's front end as well as its back end. Therefo-
re it is very versatile. The JavaScript Foundation – Self-Paced course offered by Gee-
ksforgeeks is an excellent place to launch your career in web development. (Wir-
fs-Brock and Eich, 2020) 

It is possible to perform front-end development using a wide variety of other lan-
guages, depending on the framework. For instance, the front end of Flutter is writ-
ten in Dart, the front end of React is written in JavaScript, and the front end of 
Django is written in Python, among many other languages.

������������������ 
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Since it was initially founded as a free web hosting business more than 15 yearsa-
go, Hostinger has advanced significantly. It is now on logoe of the top web hosting 



companies, offering inexpensive rates, excellent hosting, and other benefits for 
websReplace Feature 

Whenever the admin clicks another feature available in the modification section 
labeled “Replace”, the admin redirects to the replace image page for doctors or 
dogs. The admin here can see the previous image of the doctors or dogs as per the 
selected panel. The admin can see the name of the image file as well but cannot 
make any changes in name; the admin here needs to upload a new image using the 
upload image section and needs to click the button labeled “Replace”. Once clicking 
the replace button, the new uploaded image will replace the position of previously 
uploaded image, and the same will reflect in the admin panel as well as pages avai-
lable for the users.
 

����	�����	
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Whenever the admin clicks the last feature available in the modification section 
labeled as “Delete” for the particular details of the doctors or dogs the admin wants 
to delete from this website, a confirmation message appears asking that “Do you 
really want to delete this record” or dogs. The admin, if clicked this feature by mis-
take, then can click on the cancel button to cancel the deletion process, or if the 
admin wants to delete that particular record for doctors or dogs, then the admin 
can click the yes button, and the particular record will be deleted from the databa-
se, admin panel, and the pages available for the users.
 

������������� 

Whenever the admin clicks the pus icon available in doctors panel and dogs panel 
in the admin panel page, the admin redirects to the information page to add new 
records for doctors or dogs, the admin can fill the details such as director's image, 
name, email id, degree, location, and full address in the doctor's information form 
and can click the submit button to submit the details to the database. Similarly, the 
admin can fill the details such as dog’s image, breed, group, size, maximum age, 
and description about the particular breed in the dog’s information form and can 
click the submit button to submit the details to the database. 

��	��	������ 

Whenever the admin clicks the contacts page from the navigation bar of the admin 



panel, the admin redirects to the contacts page, where the list of users who used 
“Contact US” form to send queries or feedback is available. The details are listed in 
the table with the heading, such as serial number, user name, email, address, 
query about, and description. Also, the admin can use the search bar to find the 
query or feedback easily for further process. 
ite owners. Use our in-depth study to determine whether Hostinger is the best

choice for you if you're creating a new website from scratch or moving providers.-
There are benefits and drawbacks to using Hostinger as your website host, just as 
with any other product on the market, the best part is like hostinger has fate 
loading time, very affordable, money back guaranteed, free domain, free website 
builder, and its very super easy to get started, that’s the main reason I chose hos-
tinger after going through all the steps, I learned about hosting as part of my 
research, and then I evaluated by comparing these two web hosting systems and 
felt hosting is the one which suits my type, which is the main reason I chose the 
hostinger as my web hosting platform. At the very beginning, I was planning to 
choose ionise as my web hosting system, but David advised me to double-check my 
decision.

����������	��	��������������

PHP is a common server-side scripting language that is open-source and utilized by 
many developers for web development. It is also a language that may be used for a 
variety of purposes, and it can be used to create a variety of projects, including 
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The majority of PHP applications are focused on 
web server development. It is capable of operating in the command line in addition 
to being able to run on the browser. Therefore, you have the option of displaying 
the output of your code in the terminal if you would rather not do so in the brow-
ser. (Haris and Hasim, 2019)

��	� �������������	 

A database management system (DBMS) is a piece of software that aids in optimi-
zing, storing, retrieving, and managing data in databases for organizations. In order 
to ensure that data is properly organized and simple to retrieve i have used DBMS 
in this website, it serves as an interface between the database and the end user. If 
you want to enter the field of software development, knowing more about DBMS 
can help you excel in your career. In this article, we answer, "What is DBMS?" explo-
re its types and advantages and explain the difference between DBMS and RDBMS.



 
A DBMS is a software application program designed to create and manage databa-
ses for storing information. Using a DBMS, a developer or programmer can define, 
create, retrieve, update and manipulate data in a database, so each time entering 
new data to my website it is just a mattr of seconds rather than editing my codes. It 
manipulates the data format, field name, file structure, data, and record structure. 
Apart from managing databases, a DBMS provides a centralized view of the data 
accessible to different users and different locations. As the DBMS handles all data 
requests, the users do not worry about the physical location of data or the type of 
media in which it resides. (Zalipynis, 2021)
 

�����
 
MySQL, an RDBMS, is available as open-source software at no cost to its users. It 
operates with the SQL programming language (structured query language). The 
majority of web-based apps are developed using RDBMS. MySQL assists you in 
structuring your data, presenting it in an organized manner, editing,
deleting, updating, and retrieving data as needed.
 
Any content management system (CMS) used to build a website, including Drupal, 
WordPress, PrestaShop, Magento, etc., needs MySQL to store and retrieve its data. 
Only MySQL provides access to data such as post type, post content, tables, and 
user profiles. Most web servers that offer one- click installation already have 
MySQL installed, so you don't have to do it manually.

XAMPP is an Apache distribution that is compatible with multiple platforms. In a 
similar vein, MySQL functions faultlessly on a variety of operating systems, and it is 
able to simply interact with PHP which plays a vital role in building this website. 

MySQL functions as a database component on XAMPP, which is essential for the 
operation of a website and servers that are database-enabled. In order to get the 
website to work on the local server, you will need to go into the management panel 
of XAMPP and start MySql and Apache first.

������������ 

XAMPP is a web server that is open-source, works across multiple platforms, and 
the software can be downloaded and used without cost which saved cost to build 
this website and run’s smoothly. Cross-Platform Apache, PHP, MySQL, and Perl are 
the components that make up the acronym XAMPP. One such popular web server 



that is cross-platform is XAMPP, which allows developers to create and test their 
code on a local webserver. Its native source code was created by Apache Friends 
and is available for review and modification by the general public. It includes PHP 
and Perl interpreters in addition to those for a number of other programming lan-
guages. It also includes MariaDB. With XAMPP, a programmer can quickly and 
simply set up a WAMP or LAMP stack on an OS. WordPress and Joomla, two popu-
lar add-ons, can also be set up. (Apache Friends, 2021)
 

�����������

phpMyAdmin is a free and open-source program that provides the ability to 
manage and operate MySQL through the internet. Using a graphical user interface 
known as phpMyAdmin, allows the user to manage and monitor the database with 
relative ease. This GUI was developed using the PHP programming language. Over 
time, it has developed a great deal of credibility and demand for locating a web-ba-
sed MySQL management solution. The user is able to interact with MySQL using the 
phpMyAdmin interface while directly running SQL queries. The host has the ability 
to edit, create, drop, update, and modify tables, fields, indexes, etc., in the databa-
se via the graphical user interface. To control who has access to what data, you can 
use it to set permissions and privileges. For this reason, phpMyAdmin is a must-ha-
ve for any database administrator or developer.
 
It is the most common MySQL database management program. This software 
allows us to update, create, change, drop, import, remove, and export MySQL data-
base tables. phpMyAdmin also offers a wide range of operations on MySQL and 
MariaDB, such as relations, tables, managing databases, indexes, columns, users, 
permissions, etc. These activities can be conducted using a user interface, and we 
are able to carry out any SQL statement
. 
Seventy-two different languages are supported by phpMyAdmin and support both 
LTR and RTL languages, allowing a large variety of individuals to utilize it with ease. 
The developer can conduct MySQL queries, fix, optimize, and examine tables and 
other database management operations. Additionally, phpMyAdmin may be utili-
zed for administrative duties such as query execution and database creation. 
phpMyAdmin is a graphical UI application used to administer MySQL databases. We 
are able to manually create databases and tables, as well as conduct queries on 
them. It features a web-based interface and is compatible with any server. As it is 
web-based, it is accessible from any computer.
  

�
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Registration and Login System 
* Allow all Indian people subscribe to the website. 
* Information like dog breeds, dog groups, and animal doctors. 
* Guide people which dog they should have as a pet. 
* Make an appointment with the animal doctors by mailing them. 
* The Indian people get caring tips for their pet dogs. 
Non-Functional Requirements 

Performance Requirements 
* The session and cookies are used by the system to manage the admin’s logging in 
and logging out. 
* The data is stored in a secure manner, and the system ensures that its security is 
maintained. 
* The website has a responsive design, which allows it to accommodate a wide 
variety of users and technologies. 
* The system does not permit any unauthorised user to make any changes to the 
information included on the website.

������	
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The logo was initially created in my head, which I then attempted to translate into 
physical form using a pen and piece of paper. I wrote a lot before arriving at the 
final version, which required several adjustments, and then later the logo had a 
slight change from dogo to dogoo to make it a quite funky name inorder to stand 
out.

DOGOO

DOGOO+ = OOD G
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Nunito is the font used, and that was bold and regular font used all over the websi-
te, Vernon Adams created the rounded Neo Grotesque typeface called Nunito. The 
Sans Serif font Nunito has rounded terminals. Nunito was created primarily as a 
show typeface but may also be used as a text font, The overall personality is positi-
ve and rather bright or colourful, which brings an positive feel towards the appea-
rence of the website, thats the main reason this font is been choosen for the cont-
nent of the website.

������ 

Since Unplash is a free source and does not require a licence, I chose images from 
there for the present. However, since Unplash contains some unlicensed images, I 
was able to collect the appropriate, free-to-use images for the present website. I 
would also like to continue using the same source in the future. At some point, I 
may also use the standard, purchased photos. However, because I am a photogra-
pher, I will also take photos that will be relevant for the website in the future.
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The dogoo website has a standard logo that was utilised correctly and was taken 
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from the font amazing icon collection, where other logos and icons are also used 
from the same icon library.

and the choosen icons are taken from the icon family shown abobe and they are 
displayed in the website as listed below.
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The reason for choosing this particular colour is that the green colour it represents 
growth, safety, which is appropriate for this dog website, and the orange represent 
the positivity. As a result, once a user enters the website, they will feel a positive 
atmosphere, which may help them relieve pressure and stress related to how to 
raise a puppy or this will result in reducing the stress of where to find the informa-
tion.However, at first, the primary colour chosen was mainly blue, which symboli-
sed freedom and was also appropriate for this website. However, the blue colour 
couldn't be completely removed from the site, so attempts to incorporate it conti-
nued. Ultimately, orange and green were selected as the primary colours, replacing 
blue as the dominant colour.
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The data is static, thus it has implications for the website's concept. There are other 
methods, such as document review, but for my project, I opted to perform a brief 
online survey to gather data that would be more successful and can cover my 
target population. I did this to acquire information to construct my website from 
my audience, who are in the 15 to 35 age range.

�
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Conducting a user interview will be more beneficial for my website because I can 
gain practical knowledge of the user's mindset and behaviour through open-ended 
communication. In addition, I can clearly understand what the user's thoughts and 
feelings are, which will influence my website's design, content, and colour scheme. 
Without straying too far from the subject, I can also gain pertinent knowledge for 
creating my website's content. In India, I participated in a group session through 
talkvia at the same time, and as a result, I acquired some useful information about 
my project concept. Getting pertinent information is crucial for creating the websi-
te's foundation.
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The professionals may not always provide information for the user, and they may 
be illiterate and unaware of how to raise a puppy, so the users turn to Google or 
YouTube to find the pertinent information. If research is accurate, my target users 
will find my website more helpful because there, they can find pertinent informa-
tion about how to grow a puppy as well as other information, This would be a 
highly effective approach to bridge the gap between people and puppies since love 
is also a major role in raising puppies. If this proposal is successful, users would 
frequent the website most frequently because raising a puppy is not a simple pro-
cedure and requires a lot of time and work.
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Usability testing – usability testing will help to understand whether the user can 
access the web easily, easily in the sense of navigation. Throughout the website to 
get towards their results that is the main role for the usability testing, so basically, 
the main purpose or the importance is that we can clearly understand what are the 
difficulties the users are making while going through the website and can unders-
tand the design problems faced by the user’s, I did this research for the website in 
the way that users won’t get deviated from there the main task by connecting with 
the real-world experience at the same time providing relevant information for the 
user’s.

Concept testing –  concept testing is the process of figuring out what are the user’s 
problems for the users while using a website and then resolving those problems in 
order to make the website more user friendly by understanding the user’s needs 
and user-centered design, so this is mainly like focusing on the problems to be 
solved and most likely will be focusing on the solution for the problems and make 
the website more user friendly, however, there might be one or more problems for 
a website, by identifying them and figuring out which will be a major issue for the 
website’s, so as a result the major issue was how to find the appropriate informa-
tion and where to find it, and finding out all the benefits that the website offers.

Participatory design research – which means that we will be finding what are the 
user problems and will try to resolve the issue that the user will be facing and for 
that we will need the users to be involved in the research process to gather infor-
mation from the user in order to collect pain points, mental moods, use cases, 



triggers and motivations this can be done via two methods also like none to one 
sessions and also group sessions, however, the most effective and suitable way is 
one to one sessions, so in my project, I implimented to do one to one interaction so 
that I can get valuable information which will suit for my website concept so that 
the interaction will be manly and powerful.

Guerrilla Research – Attention-seeking is also an important aspect of this research 
because, before engaging with the target users, we need to know whether they are 
willing to spend some time for the interview and offering s, and this research is 
similar to identifying the target audience in a specific area, meeting them in person, 
asking for their consent first, and then interacting with them to collect the informa-
tion from their site via a small interview sort of session's, Unfortunately, this was 
not a complete success for my website because all of my users are still in India and 
I was unable to contact them personally. Nevertheless, I made an effort to conduct 
at least one face-to-face meeting with users who were nearby and collected some 
data that was useful for the website's design.

 However, my target audience is young people from India who own puppies, so in 
this scenario, this research is not physically possible as my target audience is in 
INDIA, so in this case, I did a few interviews via online and one locally available 
here. Despite the fact that this is the very cheapest mode of research, it won't be 
successful without adhering to the procedures.

Rapid Iterative Test & Evaluation (RITE) –  In essence, this is a quick and iterative 
approach to usability testing where a solution to a usability issue is assessed. This 
is a rapid and effective way to find usability issues and test fixes for them. It was 
largely used in the development of this website to find certain design issues and try 
to fix them as they came up, which helped to address some design defects.

Contextual research – Contextual research is like directly interacting with the target 
audience in their real life and identifying their problems from the surroundings and 
collecting information and trying to solve those issues, in my scenario, there are 
some limitations to carrying out this process because my target audience are based 
in India so this is unlikely to occur at this point, still, so i seeked help from my 
friends who are based in India and into kennel farming to help me out in this pro-
cess to collect information, at the same time I also collected information from the 
people which may or may not fall under my target audience who are based in the 
UK, so that will give me some more valuable information and data to support my 
content and designs.

Sampling – While attempting to identify the precise target population, it is possible 
that this group is not the only one that the target audience comprises. Therefore, 
my main plan was to thoroughly investigate the websites of my competitors in 
order to gather user data and speak with the current users who are interested in 



puppies and are already raising them. However, after speaking with existing users 
who are raising a puppy, I learned that the actual users are not the users who are 
raising a puppy, The first thing that sprang to me was what my tutor had told me 
about the target audience I had specified in the presentation. I then realised that 
my instructor had been accurate in his assessment of the audience.

Idea and sketching –  Ideation and sketching is like a very basic step where we con-
vert our thoughts into paper and start to develop, and I did this for my website 
through some processes like brainstorming, thought diversity, quick idea genera-
tion, storyboards, journey mapping, mind mapping, there are the some most effec-
tive way to do the ideation and sketching 

Brainstorming – I am planning to do this method for my website and basically, this 
will fall under qualitative research, and this method is an effective one because 
when we do this for a research process like combing with some friends or unknown 
people and talking about the project we will be getting some creative ideas or con-
cept for our website so I personally thought this will be an effective way to collect 
information.

Prototyping – so basically prototype means that will be the early version of our final 
website, so this will help to understand or we can roughly see how our website will 
look like and identifying any mistakes, and by using low fidelity and high fidelity, so 
low fidelity is like a paper-based version where there won’t be any interaction and 
this is very easy to create and won’t be as perfect when compared to high fidelity, 
however high fidelity means that our design will be converted from paper-based to 
computer-based design by using the help for the low fidelity wireframe and this 
can be responsive but not as final output.

Testing – The most final procedure is to create the final design or final out for our 
design, as well as to test our final design on some users and collect feedback and 
reviews from them. This is a critical step because it allows us to determine whether 
the final design is appropriate for the users, and in the worst-case scenario, we 
may need to return to the beginning of the user experience design process.
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the wireframe is minimal and simple and easy to understand at one look as shown 



below.

There was quite changes after starting to create the website due to the design 
aspect and according to the content the changes have been made in the final web-
site ad the prototype is as shown below.
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This was the first design protype, and later on the website was redesigned due to 
the phase of the original content, and thus thepfinal design home page nav bar has 
been changed as shown below.
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Home page refers to the initial web page or the landing page that is displayed 
when launching a website. It is also known as the homepage. It is common practice 
for the developer to give the home page of a website the file name index. This 
allows browsers to easily identify the page that should serve as the primary landing 
page for the website. This page represents the first impression of the website and 
holds the interest of the users to explore more features available on website. 

Whenever the user visits the URL of this informative website to make Indian people 
aware for raising Dogs in a proper manner, the user redirects to the landing page 
or home page. The home page contains various content such as page navigation 
bar, images, headings, paragraphs, slides, and various page links to visit other 
pages of the website, as well as the name of the website as “DOGOO”. Also, there is 
search bar to get access to the required data and a footer section with various 
contents. There is a navigation bar on the home with various page links such as 
home, health, doctors, dogs, about us, and contact us. There is search bar in the 



navigation section to search the content easily. There is name of the website, and 
whenever the user clicks the name, the user redirects to the footer section where 
some description is available about the website and a back-to-top button to get 
back to the navigation section. Also, there is appealing slider of three images with 
some details about dogs.
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Whenever the user scrolls down a little bit on the home page, the user sees the 
doctor section with the heading “Contact the nearest Doctors”. There is some doc-
tor's list available with all the details such as doctor's image, name, email address, 
degree, location, and full address. These are the animal doctors added to the web-
site, and the user can contact the nearest doctor for assistant or can visit their 
clinics as per the requirements for their dogs. The user can select the doctors as 
per their specialty in degree or the location match their comfort range. There is a 
button labeled “See More,” which redirects the user to the doctor’s gallery, where 
the user can see all the doctors added to this website and can choose the right 
doctor for the treatment or guidance for their dogs.
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Whenever the user scrolls down more on the home, the user sees the dog’s section 
available on the home page, with heading “Choose the best pet Dogs”. This section 
provides all the details about the dogs, such as dog image, breed, type, size, maxi-
mum life, and description about the particular breed. This section helps users to 
get information about the various breeds with other details about that breed with 
proper illustrations that which dog they should choose to pet. The users must be 
aware about the different breeds and requirements to handle that breed as pet. 
There is a button labeled “See More,” which redirects the user to the dog’s gallery, 
where the user can see all the dog’s details added to this website and can choose 
the right dogs to have as a pet as per their handling.
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Whenever the user scrolls down more on home page, there is section to provide 
tips to users. This section contains a heading “Tips to take care of Pets (Dogs)”. This 
section is available on the DOGOO website to guide pet owners to care for their 
dogs in a better way. There are 6 tips available such as pet boarding, pet feeding, 
pet grooming, pet training, pet exercise, and pet treatment. This section provides 
some basic but important details about caring for their pets (dogs). The information 
available in this section is, the owner should choose right and comfortable place for 



their dogs, the owner should know what food should be given to the dogs or which 
should not, they should be aware of cleaning and grooming schedule of their dogs, 
they should train their dogs wisely in behavior with other members of family or 
guests, the dog owner should take their dogs out for walking, running, or other 
exercise, and finally the dog owner should make sure about the health of their 
dogs as well as some monthly basic checkups to keep the dogs healthy and fit.
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Whenever the user scrolls down to the end or clicks the name of the website, the 
user redirects to the footer section of the website. The footer section contains the 
name of the website with some description about the website, contact details such 
as location, contact number, email address, and some social media sites icons, a 
list of page links to redirect the user to various pages available on the website and 
a back to top link to redirect the user back to the navigation section. Also, there is 
small form with the heading “Get Updates by joining Us!”, two form fields such as 
user name and user email, and button labeled as “Subscribe”. This form is to subs-
cribe to the website to get updates by the admin. The user can enter name and 
email in form and can click the “Subscribe Now” button to submit the details to the 
database of this website so that the admin can access these details to provide up-
dates as notifications by mail. 
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Whenever the user clicks the dropdown labeled “Health” in navigation section of 
the home page, the user sees the drop-down list of top five locations, Once the 
user clicks any of the locations in drop-down list, the user redirects to the selected 
location where the list of doctors is available for the selected location only. Also, 
the location is highlighted in the drop-down menu. This feature is to provide the 
filtered list of doctors as per the location so that the user can get easy access to the 
best doctors in nearest location. the location page contains the same navigation 
bar as well as search bar and website name. The search can be used to search the 
doctors as per their name, email id, degree, and address to get quick access to the 
doctor the user wants to get in touch with for the treatment of their dogs. 
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Whenever the user clicks the doctor’s gallery page link or the see more button in 
doctors section from the home page, the user redirects to the “doctors gallery” 
page, The page contains the same navigation bar available on the page with all the 
page links, but the doctor's gallery page link is heighted on this page; aware the 



user which page this is. There is list of all doctors available on this website with 
their details such as name, email, degree, location, and address, as well as the 
image of the doctor. The page contains all data of the doctors for all locations as 
well as there is a search bar available on the page to search the doctors by name, 
email, degree, location, or address to find the desired doctors easily as per the 
requirements of the user. Also, there is the same footer section available for the 
user with the same contents, and the user can access all features of footer section 
from this page as well. The user can fill the subscription form from this page as 
well.
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Whenever the user clicks the “dogs gallery” page link or sees more button in the 
dog's section from the home page of the website, the user redirects to the dog's 
gallery page,. the page contains the same navigation section with same page links, 
search bar, and name of the website. The page provides the list of all dog records 
added on this website with all the details such as breed, group, size, maximum life, 
and description about the breed, as well as the image of the particular breed. This 
page is to make the users aware of the details regarding the different breeds so 
that they can choose the right dog to have as pet as per the handling of different 
breeds. The search bar can be used to search the dog’s details by breed, size, 
group, and maximum life to easily find the right dogs from the list of large amounts 
of data. Also, there is the same footer section with the same contents and features 
and can be used by the user as per requirements.
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Whenever the user clicks the about us page link from the navigation bar home 



page or other pages, the user redirects to the about us page. The page contains the 
same navigation bar with similar contents. There are details about the aim of the 
website and dogs to make the users aware of dogs, as well as some points which 
define the DOGOO website; the points are up-to-date information, qualified specia-
list, easy-to-use features, emergency services, and 24/7 customer support. There 
are some information and images available of domestic dogs. The page is aware 
the users that the user should have all the information about the dog they had as 
pet or going to have as pet. Also, there is the same footer section with same wor-
king contents. 
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Whenever the user clicks the contact us page link from the navigation bar of any 
page available for the users, the user redirects to the contact us page. The page 
contains the same navigation section and footer section with similar working featu-
res. The page also contains a form with as heading “Contact us for any query,”. If 
the user faces any query related to the website or wants to send any feedback to 
the admin, the user can fill this form send the query or feedback. The form con-
tains some basic fields such as name, email, subject, and message, as well as a 
button to send the filled details. Once clicking the send message button, all the 
filled details send to the database so that the admin can access these details for 
further process.
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Whenever the admin or any user clicks the admin panel page link from the footer 
section of the home page or any other page, the admin redirects to the admin login 
page,  the page contains a form with two form fields for email address and 
password. Once the admin enters the correct email address and password and 
clicks the available button labeled as login, the admin can log in to the admin panel 
to use the various features available for admin only. In case the admin entered the 
wrong email address or password, then the alert message appears saying that 
“email or password is incorrect”. Also, the user can not go to the admin’s pages 
using the URL; only the admin can access the admin pages after the successful 
login.
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Once the admin clicks the login button after filling the correct email address and 
password on the admin login page, the admin redirects to the admin panel. The 
page contains the navigation bar with various page links available for admin only 
and a search bar as well as two sections such as “doctors panel” and “dogs panel”. 
In the doctor's panel, there is an image of doctor's dog available to separate it from 
the dog's panel. Also, there are three features available in this section modification 
section, add new records and count of total records of the doctors, which redirects 
the admin to the doctor's gallery. In the dog's panel, there is a image of a pet dog 
with three similar features modification section, adding new records, and count of 
total records for dogs. Also, there is small footer with the name of the website. 
Also, there is logout feature to end the session. 
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Whenever the admin clicks the first icon from the three available icons in the doc-
tor's panel, the admin is redirected to the modification section for doctors. Similar-
ly, whenever the admin clicks the first icon from the available three in the dog's 
panel, the admin redirects to the modification section for dogs. The admin has all 
the details about the doctors and dogs available, where the admin can verify the 
details and can perform some modifications such as updating, deleting, and repla-
cing as per the requirements to modify the details for the doctors or the dogs. Also, 
the admin can use the search bar find the required in what the admin wants to 
perform the modifications easily. 
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Whenever the admin clicks one of the available features labeled as “Update” in the 
modification section of doctors or dogs, the admin redirects to the update page of 
doctors or dogs. The admin can here change any details in the filled details of doc-
tors or dogs and can click the available button labeled “Update” to replace this data 
with the previously stored data in the database, and the same changes will reflect 
in the pages available for users. The admin can change any one or more than one 
or all details using this update feature but cannot change the image because there 
is separate feature to change image.
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Whenever the admin clicks another feature available in the modification section 
labeled “Replace”, the admin redirects to the replace image page for doctors or 
dogs. The admin here can see the previous image of the doctors or dogs as per the 
selected panel. The admin can see the name of the image file as well but cannot 
make any changes in name; the admin here needs to upload a new image using the 
upload image section and needs to click the button labeled “Replace”. Once clicking 
the replace button, the new uploaded image will replace the position of previously 
uploaded image, and the same will reflect in the admin panel as well as pages avai-
lable for the users.
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Whenever the admin clicks the last feature available in the modification section 
labeled as “Delete” for the particular details of the doctors or dogs the admin wants 
to delete from this website, a confirmation message appears asking that “Do you 
really want to delete this record” or dogs. The admin, if clicked this feature by mis-
take, then can click on the cancel button to cancel the deletion process, or if the 
admin wants to delete that particular record for doctors or dogs, then the admin 
can click the yes button, and the particular record will be deleted from the databa-
se, admin panel, and the pages available for the users.
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Whenever the admin clicks the pus icon available in doctors panel and dogs panel 
in the admin panel page, the admin redirects to the information page to add new 
records for doctors or dogs, the admin can fill the details such as director's image, 
name, email id, degree, location, and full address in the doctor's information form 
and can click the submit button to submit the details to the database. Similarly, the 
admin can fill the details such as dog’s image, breed, group, size, maximum age, 
and description about the particular breed in the dog’s information form and can 
click the submit button to submit the details to the database.
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Whenever the admin clicks the contacts page from the navigation bar of the admin 



panel, the admin redirects to the contacts page, where the list of users who used 
“Contact US” form to send queries or feedback is available. The details are listed in 
the table with the heading, such as serial number, user name, email, address, 
query about, and description. Also, the admin can use the search bar to find the 
query or feedback easily for further process.
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Whenever the admin clicks the subscriber's page link from the navigation bar of the 
admin panel, the admin redirects to the subscriber’s page, where the admin can 
see the list of all users who used the “Subscribe Now” form to get updates from the 
admin. The details are listed in table with heading serial number, user name, and 
email address to send response. The admin can use the search bar to search the 
users by name easily.
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Website testing or web testing is checking your web application or website for pos-
sible issues before it is put into production and made available to the wider public. 
Web testing, also known as web application testing, is when a website or web appli-
cation is evaluated to determine how well it functions in terms of usability, compa-
tibility, security, and performance. During this phase, aspects such as web applica-
tion security, the functionality of the site, accessibility for users with impairments, 
and the site's capacity to manage traffic are tested. (Chopra, 2015) 
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Manual testing, as its name implies, is carried out by hand. Testers (experts in sof-
tware testing) carry out each individual test case or scenario without the use of 
pre-built automation software and double-check the results. (Nidhra, 2012) 
In particular, it aids in guaranteeing the following, all of which contribute to the 
overall quality of the application: 
* Making sure that the application satisfies the requirements that have been set for 
the system. �
* Determining whether the application has any flaws or mistakes before putting it 
into production.
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It can be roughly broken down into the following sorts depending on when and 
how the manual test is carried out:
 
* Black Box Testing: Testing is carried out using the Black Box method, in which the 
individual performing the testing is not privy to the internal workings of the pro-
gram being evaluated, including its codes and its structure. The testing is carried 
out from the point of view of the Customer, and the tester is only aware of the 
inputs and outputs that are expected from the application being tested. The tester 
does not have any knowledge of the manner in which the software processes the 
requests and generates the output results. 

* White Box Testing: it is a type of software testing in which the software tester is 
familiar with the underlying structure and coding of the application that is being 
evaluated. The tester decides which inputs to use, then runs those choices through 
the test by feeding them into the system in the form of codes. Finally, the tester 
establishes which outputs are appropriate. The primary goals of White Box Testing 
are to enhance both the software's design and its level of usability, as well as to 
further bolster the software's security.
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The testing is employed by the manual tester on this website, where the tester tries 
to use various scenarios to check the response of the website for finding errors or 
warnings. Some of the scenarios are discussed as follows: 
The manual tester tried to enter the wrong format of the email address set on this 
website to check the response of the website. When the tester entered the wrong 
email format, but the correct password on the admin login page of the website, a 
warning appears saying that "Please include an @,”. As well as follow the correct 
email format as "xyz@gmail.com" to get the successful login to the admin panel. 
The admin here needs to enter the correct email address format and correct 
password to log in as admin to use various features available for admin only. The 
manual tester here added the data record of the dogs and filled all of the details 
correct but mentioned the maximum age of the particular breed to "25 years," 
which is not possible, and the warning appears saying that "Value must be less 
than or equal to 20". The maximum age of any dog goes 20 years, as per the 
research, and it is not allowed to mention the wrong maximum age on this website. 
The admin here needs to mention the correct maximum age as well as the correct 
information of the users.

Wrong Email Scenario & Wrong age Scenario



The manual tester tried to enter the wrong format of the email address set on this 



website to check the response of the website. When the tester entered the wrong 
email format, but the correct password on the admin login page of the website, a 
warning appears saying that "Please include an @," as shown in figure above. As 
well as follow the correct email format as "xyz@gmail.com" to get the successful 
login to the admin panel. The admin here needs to enter the correct email address 
format and correct password to log in as admin to use various features available 
for admin only.

The manual tester here added the data record of the dogs and filled all of the detai-
ls correct but mentioned the maximum age of the particular breed to "25 years," 
which is not possible, and the warning appears saying that "Value must be less 
than or equal to 20" as shown in figure 5.3. The maximum age of any dog goes 20 
years, as per the research, and it is not allowed to mention the wrong maximum 
age on this website. The admin here needs to mention the correct maximum age as 
well as the correct information of the users..
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The crucial action that needed to be conducted after the website design process 
was complete was to thoroughly test it before making it accessible to the general 
public. The advantages that were mentioned suggest that manual testing is effecti-
ve at spotting most flaws, including those that affect a website's or online applica-
tion's overall usability and appearance. Because it doesn't require the use of any 
special tools or high-level expertise, manual testing also has a low operational cost. 
This makes it a desirable substitute for automated testing. Therefore, it was deci-
ded to use the manual testing technique in this project, which is about "An infor-
mative website to raise Dogs."
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The objective of this thesis was to build an informative website to make Indian 
people aware about the handling of different dog breeds in correct manner. People 
should be aware of information about the various dogs to choose wisely which 
dogs they should have as pets and what kind of handling is suitable for them and 
their families. Many people just have dog as pet without knowing the details how to 
handle that breed and face problems after having the pet. So, to make Indian 
people aware of this information, an informative website has been developed. So 
that people can get all the necessary information before choosing any breed of dog 
to have as pet. The website contains information of various dog breed and other 
important information about each breed, as well as provide the information of 
animal doctors on the same website for dog owners to get easy access to nearest 



animal doctors for guidance r treatment for their dogs. Also, this website conveys 
tips to take care of the dogs in a better way. The website’s front-end was developed 
using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Bootstrap, the back-end of this website was crea-
ted using PHP, and the database of this website was managed using the MYSQL 
database management system. 

In this project, the user can visit the website using the URL without any registration 
or login. The website provides the user an appealing home page with a slider of 
dog images and information about that particular dog to attract users to explore 
various features available on this website. There are various sections available on 
the website, such as navigation section, doctors’ section, dogs’ section, tips section, 
and footer section. The navigation section contains various page links such as 
home, health, doctors gallery, dogs gallery, about us, contact us, and a search bar 
to find content easily, as well as the name of the website “DOGOO”. The doctor's 
section contains the top 4 records about the doctors as well as a button labeled 
“See More” to get all the data records of doctors. Similarly, the dog's section con-
tains the top 4 records of the dogs with all the details about that particular dog 
breed and a button labeled “See More” to redirect the user to all the records about 
the dogs. The tips section provides some tips to take care of pets better. In the end, 
there is footer section on home page that provides the small description about the 
website, contact details, various page links, and a small form to subscribe to the 
website to get updates by the admin on mail. There is a page link as health where 
the top five locations of India are available, and when the user clicks any location, 
the user redirects to the list of doctors available in that location. This feature is 
developed to provide users a filtered list of animal doctors as per the nearest loca-
tions. 

There is doctor’s gallery page link that redirects the user to all the records of doc-
tors and dog’s gallery that redirects the user to all the records available about the 
dogs. There is page about us that provides the details about the website and rela-
ted to dogs. There is a page as contacting us where the user can send queries or 
feedback to the admin or customer support using that form, and the same is acces-
sible to the admin to send responses using the user’s mail id. Finally, there is websi-
te named DOGOO, and when a user clicks the name, the user redirects to the 
footer section of the website where the small description about the DOGOO is 
available as well as a link as “back to top” to get back to the home page. The websi-
te provides users a simple and easy-to-use features, and the website is responsive 
enough to run on any size of device without facing any issues

. 

����	�	����
The website “DOGOO” is developed with various features and content to make 



Indian people aware of raising dogs or puppies easily in better way. But still, there 
are some limitations available on this website. First, there is no registration or login 
process for users, and anyone can just visit the website using the URL; the login 
process allows only verified users to get access to the website. also, the admin can 
keep the records of users using the website. Secondly, there is no registration or 
login process for the animal doctors, and the information is added by the admin 
only; the login process for doctors allows the doctors to add their proper details by 
their selves and do modifications with the details as per the requirements. Finally, 
there is no option to connect vendors on this website at the moment. Dog sellers 
and animal doctors can promote their business using this website by providing 
their details on this website for users. The website is only for users at the moment, 
and the admin manages the all-over content of DOGOO website.

 

�
	
��
The aim of the future work of this project is to overcome the limitations, upgrade 
the available features and provide new useful features for the various users. Firstly, 
there will be a registration and login process for the users so that they can provide 
some details to the database to get access to the various features of website; this 
process will help the admin to verify the various users by their details as well as the 
admin will be able to keep the records of various users using the website. Secondly, 
there will be panels for vendors where the dog seller and animal doctors will be 
able to use various features available for them only to enter, update, or delete their 
details by themselves to promote their business on this website. At the moment, 
the content of doctors is added by the admin only, and the content is dummy, but 
in future, the website will allow the doctors to promote their business, provide their 
correct details, and do modifications if necessary. Also, there will be more accurate 
content and various new features to make the user’s experience better while using 
this website named “DOGOO”.
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